What’s happening in MYP classrooms?

Year 7 (2) Science:

'What does it mean to be an individual?'

Goblin Shark. Dumbo Octopus. Fangtooth. While this may sound like the character list for the next Harry Potter book, these are, in fact, some of the many deep sea creatures the Year 7 students encountered in our Science lessons that explored what it means to be an individual with a focus on our oceans.

Students experienced first hand the individuality of the internal anatomy of sea creatures with their dissections of a squid and a Tommy Ruff. Squeals of glee were prominent during the squid dissection, particularly after the girls extracted the cephalopod’s quill, dipped it in its ink sack, and wrote messages to each other.

“It was so cool to be able to see what was inside the body of the fish! You were able to see how the animal’s body actually worked!”
– Ruby McEvoy

“Trying to extract the quill and beak without damaging the ink sac was a good challenge. I enjoyed dissecting the eyeball to find the lens.”
– Zara Mantovan

“I loved learning how to dissect sea creatures because I saw the inner parts and understood its physical adaptations.”
– Rosa Lepore
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